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Perhaps these pages are more particularly addressed
to poor students. As for the rest of my readers,
they will accept such portions as apply to them.
I trust that none will stretch the seams in putting
on the coat, for it may do good service to him
whom it fits.

—Henry David Thoreau, Walden

This issue is dedicated to
Father James E. Donnelly, S.M.
(1904-1967)

who was moderator of Exponent
from 1955 to 1960.

ARTICLES
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Rotsy Forever
Bro. Todd Ridder, S.M.
Love, Wagner and The Flying Dutchman

We give you Exponent—Fall, 1967. We wish we
didn’t have to give it to you. Your buying the campus
magazine would show that you considered it more
than just a goody to stave off study time. It would
mean you really wanted to know what some of the
U.D. students beyond your group are thinking and
saying. It would mean that the Administration need
not subsidize a thing so essential to the collegiate
spirit of inquiry as a vehicle for student opinion and
creativity on a campus of more than ten thousand
students.
But then, that’s only half the story. The other
half is that we wish more people were thinking and
creating—and letting us know about it.
Creative writing is not the exclusive province of
poets and fictionists (nor of college magazine
staffers). Some of the world’s greatest authors have
written nothing but the truth as they saw it, in
direct, comprehensible language. Arnold Toynbee is
one of these. August Comte is another. Then there’s
John Fitzgerald Kennedy and/or Chairman Mao,
depending. Or Eric Hoffer, the San Francisco exlongshoreman who writes philosophy because, after
all, he lives it.
A Toynbee or a Hoffer you’re not? Neither are
Exponent’s editors. Not that we object to a genius
or two among our contributors. But we do like to
hear—frequently—from the average U.D. thinker.
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I never was very mature for my age, so when Ma
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used to tell me I should always respect girls I’d
say to myself, okay, I respect them. Even when I
was a high school freshman I knew I was respecting
girls cause I really didn’t give a damn whether they
existed or not. But eventually I started to notice
cute little asses and nice lips on some of the girls
at school, and since Ma kept givin me sermons on
respect and proper behavior, I figured I was right
smack in the middle of an occasion of sin. Looking
at cute little behinds did have its good points, even
though I had guilty feelings for letting Ma down on
the respect bit. Besides, nowI really had a reason
to go to confession. I’d always felt sort of ridiculous
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I missed my morning prayers five times in the past
month, and I forgot to genuflect in front of the
tabernacle twice, and I slugged my little brother
George once. That is all, Father.”
I was also getting tired of those lousy five
Hail Mary penances I always got. I figured what
better sign of maturity is there than a rosary and
two novenas like my buddy Losco got all the time.
Lookin for a really fantastic penance, I went
into the confessional one day and said, ‘Bless me
Father I have lusted four girls since my last confession two days ago.”
Good ol Father Gibson didn’t say anything for
a few seconds. Then he gave mea big ole lecture
on the proper definition of lust and the beauty of
God’s creation, and how it isn’t sinful to admire
this beauty as long as we have the proper respect
and everything. Then he started talkin about the
proper use of our beautiful bodies and how someday
I'd appreciate his advice.
I left the church after I said my five Hail Marys
and I started thinkin that Ma knew what she was
talkin about. It felt pretty good knowin I could
look at girls and still respect them at the same
time. That’s about all the farther I ever got though.
I’d look at a nice ass with a lot of respect for God’s
beauty, but I’d never follow through and introduce

myself or anything. Even if the girl was a classmate
of mine I never said hi or how’s things. During my
first three years of high school my experiences with
the opposite sex consisted entirely of very respectful
observations of God’s beautiful bodies. I considered
myself quite an expert on movements of the ass and

other projections.
I guess I’d still be walkin around respectin
bodies if Angie had never come along. Angie Luppino’s house wasn’t too far away from mine. I lived
on top of the hill and Angie lived near the valley,

but I didn’t really get to know her until she started
to ride to school with me. Rich, Fred, Angie and me
went to a Catholic school about fifteen miles away

from Hendersonville. There wasn’t any school bus,
so we rode with a guy named Gino who worked

sleeveless blouse, she was wearing a nice blue
bathrobe. I didn’t mind cause she looked just as
nice in a robe as she did in normal clothes. We did
all of her homework and then went in the living
room to watch The Fugitive like we always did.
Then she said, “It’s hot, don’t you think?”
“Yeh I guess so,” I said.
She took off the robe and sat on the couch
next to me in her pink shorty pajamas. It didn’t
bother me much cause I used to follow Losco’s
wise advice, “If they ain’t shamed to show, I sure
ain’t shamed to look.”
Besides, clothes are clothes, and Angie had
more to show while wearing her regular outfit than
with lousy shorty pajamas.
We sat on the couch for an hour watchin The
Fugitive. Then as the eleven-o’clock news came on
Angie kissed me on the cheek. I didn’t know what
the hell to do, so I figured I’d just get up from the
couch and say, “Well, gotta be goin. See ya tomorrow.”

by Joe Katrencik

near the high school. Angie always managed to sit
beside me in the car, and I gotta admit, the exper-

ience wasn’t all that terrible. Then she started to
call me on the phone every Thursday night and ask
me to help her with her homework as if I was a
genius or something. I usually ended up going down
to her house to explain a math problem personally.
I didn’t mind cause Angie was pretty nice to look
at. All the guys in Hendersonville used to call her
Angie the Body. I guess she knew she was pretty

I was just gettin ready to get up when she said,
“Aren't you going to kiss me back?”
I figured I might as well oblige her, so I grabbed
her by the shoulder with one hand, put my other
hand on her knee, and kissed her a nice quick one.
I guess it wasn’t a real perfect kiss though, cause
I missed her lips and got her right under the nose.
In school the next day Angie’s best friend
Marsha told me she was thrilled that I was goin
steady with Angie. That sort of shook me up, even
though I figured it wouldn’t be so bad goin steady
with Angie cause she was very pleasing to the ol
eyeballs. I wouldn’t really call it goin steady though,
cause we never went anywhere. Hendersonville was
sort of isolated with no bus service or anything
and I didn’t have a car, so me and Angie just sat
together on her ol man’s front porch on Saturday
nights. Ma wouldn’t let me go down to Luppino’s
to study on Thursday nights anymore. She said she
was protectin me from doin something I’d regret
later on. That’s not the way I looked at it though.
I figure nothin is as enjoyable as a future regret.
Five months and seventeen kisses later Angie

good-lookin cause she’d always parade around in

told me she was tired of staying home and tired of

tight pastel short shorts and loose sleeveless blouses
unbuttoned at the top. Sometimes Losco would go
out of his mind just lookin at her, and all the while
he’d say, ‘“‘she’s rich, lordy she’s rich.”
Thursday nights so we usually had pretty nice times.

not getting any letters from me. I explained that it
just wasn’t practical for a girl to hitch-hike with
me to Canonsburg, and that it would be pretty
ridiculous to send letters to somebody that lived
less than a quarter-mile away. She didn’t see it
that way though. She gave me back my beaded

She'd make some coffee and we'd sit at the kitchen

Indian belt and said we were through forever and

table doin math problems. I especially liked the
way she leaned over the math book. I had tremendous respect for the beauty of those lovely boobs
pressing against the math problems.
One night I went down to Angie’s house about
an hour later than usual. Instead of shorts and

ever. I asked for the traditional last kiss and then
went down and sat in front of the Shangri-La Bar

Anyway, Angie’s parents were never home on

and Grill with Losco. The next day I saw Angie
walkin through the halls with Spangler, a lousy
senior basketball player with pimples all over his
goddam forehead.

My Dear One,

You must know that your dewy
carnation that clung lovingly to

my lapel and touched me with a
delicate scent that was the memory
of your tenderness, is now slowly
dying in a glass in our refrigerator

and stands in front of the pumpkin pie.

To Claudia, And
To your mythic beauty
which from afar I have gazed upon

and simple-minded men have adored
witty women but no one can
adore any more than

love,
Tim

the sedate violence your whisper
wraps about my mind.
Tim Thornton

I have often asked my friend
why the quiet pervades as you lie

on your couch and ponder the memories

HOVE
OVE
LOVE
LOVE

only you can know,
and he has answered
Life and Love go hand
in arm onto
greater things from all far lands
where mystic queens reign during
the severest storms.
I follow, I watch.
I worship your beauty
and wrinkle under your
infrequent frown.

Ron Floyd

Give Me

“Date, vulnera lymphis abluam.”
Virgil’s Aeneid, Book 5, Line 683
I suppose, if you were dead,
I would ask for water to wash
Your wounds, as Anna did.
While you live, though,
While you are here beside me,
I ask for the music of
A thousand sunsets,
That I may lullaby you
Into a slumberland
That rains stardust.
I ask
That
With
That

for an ever-widening heart,
I may fill it
all the cares
canyon your face.

I ask for abundant strength,
That I may gently shore you up
Against un-understanding waves.
I ask for your appreciation

I Like You

Of all the works ever brought to life by ink,
That I may share
The warmth of men’s thoughts with you.

I like you
It’s so neat the way your fingers
fit between mine
so soft they are
that I just have to touch your lips
If I may.

Joe Katrencik

I ask for an all-retaining memory,
That I may recall, twenty winters from now,
The crystal blueness of your eyes.
Finally, I ask for an ever-growing love,
That I may one day
Touch your faceless soul
In an ever-present Eternity.

Linda Fabish

lamentations
On
death

a
soldier
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by Timothy J. Lockyer

He was scared and he knew it—a victim of that
hideous fear that comes when one realizes that
death is inevitable.
‘What am I doing here,” he asked himself, “a
thousand miles from home, fighting an enemy I
can’t even see in this stinkin’, rotten swamp!” His

monster called war. He hadn’t wanted to go; he’d
wanted to stay on the farm. But they’d refused to
listen, so now he was here. He dropped his arms
to his sides, letting his instrument of death, the
ultimate in modern technology, fall into the mud at
the bottom of the trench.
“So hot ...so hot ...so thirsty—” were the
only words his mind could muster.
‘‘Water!” he suddenly yelled, flailing and thrashing his arms. Heat and thirst had won the battle
for the silent enemy watching from the edge of
the swamp.
‘“‘Water—must get water,’”’ he mumbled, staring

into the dense brush. Again a shot echoed in the
area of battle. Heat, thirst and fear versus man, he

‘Why me? Why me?” he shrieked to the un-

thought, and he knew that he was being terribly
defeated.
He felt a searing pain and grabbed his left
arm, feeling the gush of hot blood through his

sympathetic, mute foliage which seemed to be

fingers, over his uniform. Forgetting the enemy, he

muffling this doomed soldier. A single shot reverberated through the jungle, outdoing the ceaseless
cries of the exotic birds.
“Keep down, you fool, keep down!’ he told
himself, but he knew that staying alive would only
prolong this torture of heat, thirst and growing

jumped out of his trench and began to run insanely
across a small meadow.A volley of shots rang out,
the sky turned black-red, and pain like iron ripped
through his flesh.
He opened his eyes. Miraculously, the sky and

voice rose to a shout.

insanity. It was only a matter of time.

He thought of all he had gone through from
the very first day he’d been sucked in by the

overhanging trees were still there. The incessant
screeching of the birds had never sounded more

beautiful. The heat, once oppressive, turned to welcoming warmth. He was alive! But for how long?
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Death wouldn’t be cheated.
‘“Die—I’m going to die,” he whispered. A picture of his home and family flashed into his mind,
but it was too painful; he would think of the happenings that had brought him to this moment—the
induction records, the fancy uniform, the modern
weapons, the training. Then the day of transfer to
the front. He remembered reading about this place—
the heat, the swamps, the guerillas—but he had
never expected to be sent here. Then the order
had come. He remembered packing his equipment
and, later, gaping at the size of the huge ship that
would carry him to, among other things, death.
The voyage had been cramped, crowded and
horribly uncomfortable; it had seemed to take years
to distance the few thousand miles.

The pain was growing. He looked at the stupid,
gaping holes in his shoulder and abdomen, laughed
sardonically, and returned to his reverie.
He thought of the first action he’d seen. They
had been ambushed from the rear, and he’d been

years ago, where you couldn’t tell the enemy from
the peasants. He knew his country could not win.
He had always felt that his efforts and those of his
countrymen would prove as futile as the efforts of
the French before them at the hands of the same
enemy.
Pain broke into his thoughts again. But what
hurt him more than the bullet holes was the knowledge that he was dying alone and away from home.
Then the pain ceased, and his body went
forever limp.
A horseback messenger jogged along the mud
road, singing, laughing. He stopped in front of a
cottage and saw a man driving a team of oxen,
plowing a small meadow.
The messenger stopped singing.

unable to see the enemy shooting from the dense,
thick foliage. His company had returned the fire

“You ’arold Taylor?” he called.
“That’s me.”
"here go, Sir. A letter from the army, it is.”
The farmer did not have to open the letter, for
he, like thousands, millions like him, knew what
it was.
' The Personnel Master of the Army of King George

for nearly an hour, and in all that time he had not

Ill, by the Grace of God Monarch of all England and

seen one enemy soldier. Later he’d been told that
one never sees the guerillas.
And now he was dying, thousands of miles
from home, across the ocean, in a hot, damp, overgrown place which few people had heard of ten

Scotland, regrets to inform you that on the eighth day
of August in the year of Our Lord 1779, your son was
killed in the locale of Charlotte, Carolinas, in the
American Colonies. God save the King!

Freshman and sophomore male students at the
University of Dayton are required to attend Reserve
Officer Training Corps classes and drill periods.
R.O.T.C. classes are held twice a week. Because of
the possibility of pop quizzes, an hour’s preparation
is needed for each class. In addition, the students
must attend an hour-long drill session each week.
Belt buckles must be polished, shoes must be shined,
and hair must be trimmed before this session. These
activities—drill and preparation for drill—occupy
three hours of the student’s time each week. Altogether, a minimum of five hours per week is
devoted to the one-credit-hour R.O.T.C. course. But
these hours are considered well spent, because the
time consumed is more than justified by the
knowledge, patriotism and leadership instilled in
each R.O.T.C. student. Because of its value in
developing character in the Catholic male student
at U.D., R.O.T.C. instruction should be maintained
as a required course for male students.
In R.O.T.C. classes the student acquires knowledge which will be invaluable to him after he
graduates from the University. He learns the necessity of killing efficiently, the importance of utilizing
the most accurate and effective weapons available.
Better yet, the student learns to kill euphemistically.
People are not blown to bits, they are immobilized.

Villages are not destroyed with napalm, objectives
are eliminated. Buddies do not die, riflemen are
replaced.
Deep feelings of patriotism are instilled in the
R.O.T.C. student. He learns that the free enterprise
system is superior to communism because a U.S.

Army rifle team can achieve greater firepower than

Rotsy
Forever
by Joe Katrencik

Early morning drill is beneficial in many ways
to the R.O.T.C. student. If it is not raining on a drill

day, he is presented with a taste of the combat
soldier’s rugged life. The student learns discipline,
coordination and leadership. Blossoming with pride
while attired in his country’s debonair, currencygreen uniform, the student patriot “falls in” with
his platoon at the break of dawn. He shoulders an

obsolete (but well-oiled) M-1 rifle and submits to

capable of “neutralizing” more targets. He finds that

the infallible direction of an experienced platoon
leader. By keeping in step, the novice learns discipline. He acquires coordination by learning to dif-

with superior technology the United States has
developed more potent bullets, more powerful rifles,
tanks, bombs and nuclear warheads than those of
the enemy. He sees clearly that we can completely
eliminate our adversaries faster than they can completely eliminate us.

flanking movement. He develops leadership by remaining in front of the student behind him.
The R.O.T.C. student is comforted by the knowledge that the University Fathers have whole-hearted
faith in the mandatory R.O.T.C. program. The ad-

its Russian counterpart. He discovers that our industrial complex has built more missiles, which are

ferentiate a left-flanking movement froma

right-
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ministrators have pooled their brainpower and have
developed strong, irrefutable arguments supporting
their stand. They have stated that the advantages
of mandatory R.O.T.C. have never been disproved.

are easily recognizable. Some have beards and long
hair. Some wear sandals. Others are disguised in
suits and ties, but all are dirty and irresponsible
third-rate citizens who prefer picketing to studying.

This argument alone should serve as a more than

Such ingrates impede the majority’s progress toward

adequate defense, but the Administration has also
declared that not one student is known to have
been hurt by R.O.T.C. This assertion is the clincher,
for it is universally known that something which is
not harmful is undeniably beneficial.
The product of extensive R.O.T.C. training is

mastery of the military art. But they are few, they
are weak in body and spirit, and they will be eliminated.
Mandatory R.O.T.C. has proved invaluable to
the male student at the University of Dayton. Despite minority opposition to the program, it is hoped

a learned leader of men, capable of maintaining

that the Administration will continue requiring stu-

peace in times of peace and of repelling aggressors

dents to take R.O.T.C. courses, so that the future

in times of war. It would be unfair, however, not
to mention some of the obstacles which must be

will find no shortage of informed, dedicated leaders
in the Great Society. As for the bearded demon-

overcome by the sincere R.O.T.C. man. Among his

strators, they did not have to come to the University

fellow students there are a few who do not care

of Dayton.

to become informed leaders of men. These few

my grandpa’s funeral

Dappling Curtains

its not that nobody came
i guess—because you can expect

Dappling curtains closing
The frosty windows of my room,

that sometimes from an impulsive

Ink blots on a scribbled page
Mark the happenings of despair.
Oh, if I could see the blue-faced sky
Above the horizons of my life
Through the bone-black sockets of my vision:
A hope that breeds in darkness.
So few those time-tattered moments

When curtains part and
Diamond windows cut the fringes of illusion,

The happenings of despair.

..
i

Jeff Danner, S.M.

B

man (and he was that
all right) but he touched so
many in an endless stream of
fast deals and easy money that
there had to be someone
but then he died a death not
befitting the man—died
in an obscure corner of an unfriendly
city not befitting a man who touched
so many
Mother, why did nobody come?
Frank Schoening

This is the only way, we say; but there are as many
ways as there can be drawn radii from one centre.

—Henry David Thoreau, Walden

“Involvement” is new. It will bring you people worth
knowing and opinions worth noting, whether or not
they are your opinions—or ours. It will give you a
glimpse of the lives of people you may pass every
day without knowing how (or why) they live. We
hope you will not always like it; we hope you will
react to it. That is involvement.
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to laugh when I consider the

race ‘problem’ in America.”
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Patrick Obiaya is from Asaba, Nigeria. He is a
graduate of St. Patrick’s College, a Marianist high
school in Asaba. He came to Dayton two years ago
in order to further his education and absorb some
aspects of American culture. Pat intends to go into
politics and medicine when he returns home. We
think he’s likely to succeed in both fields; he has
a lively mind, a serene kind of enthusiasm, a genuine

interest in people—and a great deal of diplomacy.

What was your impression of
the United States when you
arrived here?
When I landed in New York
I found it the same, physically,
as any large Nigerian city—
you know, the big buildings,
the traffic, the same old show.
As for the people, I did not
want to form an impression
of them immediately. I wanted
to observe differences in culture and to get to know the
people. I wanted to find out
where I fit in here.
And what is your present
opinion of the U.S.?
Can you bea little more specific? I have many opinions,
you know.
No! I want you to be specific.
Tell us, for instance, what you

dislike most about the States.
Well, you know, I do not
want to use my own culture
as a Standard ... Still, being
human, one forms opinions.

[Brief silence.] The American
people look at things from a
“Christian” point of view, as

opposed to the “pagan” viewpoint of non-Christian peo-

ples. But Christianity in the
U.S. is interpreted in ways

that I find hard to understand.
Going to church on Sunday is
Christian. It is, you know—
you can hear some very good
things in church. But then,

after church, there is a discrepancy between what has
been said and what is done.
But isn’t there always such a
discrepancy?
Well, of course, we are human—we are not perfect. But

we say we love God, right?
Well, it is the ability to think
and speculate about God, and
to love God—it is this ability
which distinguishes man from
the rest of creation. Without
man there would be no love of
God as we know it, so man is
the greatest of creatures. And
when we undermine such a
one, how can we say we love
God?
How would you compare race
relations in America with tribal relations in Africa?
First of all, I do not like to
use the term “tribal relations.”
This denotes jungle savagery
and precludes any realistic
concept of Africa. I would

prefer to say “ethnic relations,” because the differences

Involvement

among African tribes are complex and deeply ideological.
For example, the varying religious beliefs and geographical. conditions in different
parts of Africa bear strongly
on the mentalities of the various ethnic groups.
Secondly, within a given
group, the people do not question their ancient beliefs and
practices; there is almost total
accord concerning main issues
—and this includes political
issues. So you see, there is no
parallel between this situation
and any political situation in
America, where there are no
pure ethnic groups.
In other words, ethnic differ-

ences make better sense than
purely racial ones.
Of course! You know, I have
to laugh when I consider the

race “problem” in America.
It is so childish! I still cannot
believe that one man could
hate another man because he
was green or blue. This is
impossible! When I read Black
Like Me, I said to myself, here
is a clever man who knows
how to sell a book—a man
who plays with words. It all
seemed so trivial—
And yet it is tragic.
Tragic, yes! To reduce a man

crites? Do you think it might
be possible to rationalize—or
to be the victim of others’
rationalization—until one honestly believes he is acting
rightly in promoting total segregation?
No, I do not believe that. The-

American people realize that
they are wrong. They have
just closed their minds to the
truth. They are adamant in
their determination not to see
the other side of the matter.
About Communism
—do you
think it will win out in Africa?
In Africa? You forget that
Africa is not an entity in itself.
It is the second largest continent in the world, with tremendous physical and ethnic
variations. I cannot speak for
Africa as a whole—only for
Nigeria.
In Nigeria, then?
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to sub-human level—that is
tragic. Yet it happens in a
democratic society.
But in other societies too.
Yes. Communism as it is practiced today dehumanizes man.
But the Communists have

no God; one can almost excuse their inhumanity. Injustice does not necessarily follow from the democratic system; it is simply that the peo-

ple do not practice what they
preach. To dehumanize a human being is, by definition,
undemocratic and uncivilized.
Then the people are hypo-

Let me say this: Democracy
is a system which matures
slowly. In most developing
countries today, the people
are anxious to get ahead in a
hurry. The system of government they choose will determine the rate of their economic development. To these

nations, Communism may well
seem the quickest way, if not
the best. But democracy, in
my opinion, is not to be entirely dismissed. I believe that
the best system of government for my country would
be a combination of democracy and socialism, such as
that practiced by President
Nyerere of Tanzania.
Then you believe, as many do,

that American-type democracy
is not necessarily the best for
all countries?
Certainly I believe that. Democracy was good for America at the particular time in
history when America was a
developing nation. At that
time the other nations were
still in a developing stage.
But that is not the case today.
And how do you feel about
U.S. involvement in African
affairs?
I would rather not call it
“involvement,” because there
should be no involvement as
such. This term implies dabbling in our politics, and carries overtones of superiority.
There should be, rather, interaction among nations.

Blackandwhite

The night filters softly into now,

and the fresh sighs of spring pierce the poignant air.
The time is soon coming; the time is long past.
And what was truecertain is now grey and dusky beige

and Blackandwhite has been annihilated.
Black and White went walking one day.
Black fell down and broke his crown
and White came tumbling after.

The children sing and twirl their ropes and draw circles
for marble tournaments.
And Mother comes to the front gate and calls them for dinner.
And a man stands in the swirling, honking street
and calls to the children: Don’t walk on the grass
and cross at the light and aim for the white.
But the children laugh and their parents laugh,
and the next morning at precisely six A.M. dawn is shot from the sky.
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Lynne Higgins
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I only play God with dragonflies.
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Sparkling blue,
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Whiz flash dragonflies.
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Sometimes they land on rocks.
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Bang!
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I shoot ’em with my trusty twenty-two.
Goddam joy.
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That's what it is.
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by Jeane Heimberger
The manufacturers of Excedrin should visit the
U.D. campus. Around every corner, in every classroom, and in each announcement, they could find
the stuff of which commercials are made. If they
had any trouble spotting material, I’d be glad to
help them out.
Headache #1: the physical education requirement. In my opinion girls should picket for
voluntary phys ed. Why must I be able to play
tournament golf, bowl a two-sixty average, and
place a perfect serve across a tennis net, when all
I want is to be a normal, physically unfit U.D. coed?
These courses are cases in total morale decomposition. It will take me years to get over the realization
that I have the eye of a blind eagle and the coordination of an amoeba. There are few Babe Didricksons
in this world, and they are seldom found among
history, English or elementary education majors.
Fortunately, a few instructors grade on effort; otherwise a sixty-five-year-old coed would be seen on
the University tennis courts in the year 2012, trying
to get those four credits for graduation.
Headache #2: the University’s touching concern
for my spiritual development. At this writing I have
attended five retreats, each onealittle more “attuned to my generation.” Chapels and formal
rhetoric are now out; bring on the beer! (Somehow
I dislike mixing religion and beer; it’s like combining Beethoven with the Rolling Stones.) Next:

But the grandaddy of psych-ups occurs, with
new surprises, each term: pre-registration. I look
forward to this like Cassius Clay looked forward to
his draft notice, which could not have been more
depressing than last year’s Official Composite of
Courses:
A letter indicates one of the
standard time slots, (B is the
code for MWF 9:30). For a less
standard case, a digit follows;
using the number 1 for Monday, 2 for Tuesday etc. A laboratory that meets for three

hours starting Wednesday at
8:00 is JK2.
If a class meets at an irregular
hour such as 1:00 the code for
12:30 must be used, the composite will indicate the starting hour in the column for
remarks.
A four hour class meeting
MTThF 12:30 is coded EM,
indicating that both the E and
M were used, however, a four
hour class meeting MTWF
9:30 is B,K2 indicating that all
of B is used but only one day
of K.*
With these clear instructions in mind, I knew
that planning my courses would be a snap. But then
I found that my M conflicted with my L. The course
I wanted at S was given only at N, but I had to
have it because it was a pre-requisite for my requisite. I tried O, but O was not merely O but O2, which
is only given on Tuesdays and Thursdays, in which
case it should be O4 unless it extends to Saturdays,
in which case it must be a lab and can only be taken
if your student number is between 00357 and 45098
and your parents are ancestors of the Pilgrims on
your father’s side.
I still remember the reward for all my computation. I had put away my slide rule and handed
over the finished forms when I heard it: “Sorry,
1156 is closed.”
I’m thinking of sending this account to the
Excedrin people; I hear they pay well for ideas. I
could send more, but I think I'd better stop now;
I have a splitting headache.

an express line for confessions (three items or less).

*This passage is quoted verbatim, and with

This year the annual retreat was placed on a
voluntary basis. That concession thrilled me to the
depths of my irreligious little heart. Possibly someof Catholic education, one may retain his faith

heroic fidelity to the original punctuation, from the
Composite for Fall, 1967. I make this statement for
the benefit of readers who wince at comma splices
and the like—who feel that something better might
be expected in a university communique. A footnote

without having to suffer repeated cases of hiccups.

seemed gentler than “[sic] ... [sic] . . . [sic].”

one came to the realization that after twelve years

Me, the Hairy One
The bestest thing I ever done
was lay in yellow grass
an’ nobody saw me
cause I wasa lion, a big hairy one.

But I never attacked any natives though
I jis’ laid in yellow grass

an’ looked at buttered popcorn
rolling over the blue whadyacallit.
Sometimes I roared way down from
my stomach I roared

an’ the natives trembled
cause I was a lion, a big hairy one.
But I didn’t roar all a time,
I jis’ laid in yellow grass
an’ built fallout shelters for ants,
only for brown ones though.

I useta wish that another lion
would find my yellow grass

and stay an’ watch buttered popcorn
an’ we’d roar together.
That woulda been great it woulda been
but only the natives
ain’t scared anymore
an’ the yellow grass don’t grow.
Dear Miss Jones,

Joe Katrencik

I’ve got news.
Yellow isn’t so damn
hot-shot wonderful as you
seem to think.
You forget
that what isn’t held is never felt.
Unless you’re a mystic?
Ha!
You go on dreaming
about yellow in
another world

and you'll never see the blue
in this one.
Yours,
An Admirer

Tim Thornton

a

kepaniwal
by Wayne Moniz, S.M.

I flung the beer bottle down onto the luminous rock.
The glass popped and shattered in all directions.
Billy da Noa continued with his story—one I
had heard at least three times—of how his father
had burnt five of Billy’s fingers because Billy had
smoked in the washhouse. But I didn’t feel like
telling him to shut up, mainly because I couldn’t
see him.
There was a full moon but it was surrounded
by blue-gray mists, and Billy’s face was hidden by

leaf-shadow. The night was silent, except for da
Noa’s soft voice and the slow, unending flow of the
river beyond the trees. We sat on a wall of stones,
stones that had been splashed with blood. The
ground was fertile now, but burial grounds carried
taboos forever. The quivering shadows of fern,

guava and kukui could easily have been mistaken
for other things.
Kepaniwai was the last stronghold ofa civilization—one very special at least to the inhabitants of
the land. Their warriors and king had tried to keep
the sacred valley, but a mightier alii and his warriors had risen in the South and conquered the land

Kepaniwai.

Billy broke my trance. “Bird, I’ve got to tell you
about what happened last April.”
He inhaled on his cigarette. Now I could see
his face outlined in black and amber. Billy was goodlooking: strong and rigid facial features, dark hair
and tan skin; very young eyes. He was part Ha-

waiian and therefore part happy-go-lucky, but he

was also serious on topics like love and fear.
I shifted my position. From da Noa’s coal, I lit

myself a cigarette and leaned against the rock wall.
“Go ahead,”I said.
About a month after you left, Sham and I were
in Kona for a convention. You never did see Kona
but I’m sure you met Sham. He was the guy with
the big nose—you know. Sham’s ma knew some
people who had a house on the beach, a short walk
from the village. We went riding through the village
one night with a group of kids, mostly girls, on
some ole Plymouth that was ready to fall apart.
Thank God there was only one cop around—Christopher, our driver’s godfather. We went to the hotel
shows that night but I remember only two things
clearly—the Tahitian dancer with the squeeze horns
on her hips—all the men would break up when she
honked them—and me falling into the Palms pool.
Anyway, we came back to the house about three
that morning and dragged a pile of blankets and
cushions out to the low porch facing the sea, and
slept.
I slept until some stupid sun spot smashed me
in the eye. That was it—I was up for good. I lit a
cigarette and walked down the beach. The breeze
was a little nippy but the sea was calm. I walked
the beach all the way down to the front of the
village. The town was deserted except for sea birds
foretelling the tide, and two tourists in outlandish
coconut hats, taking an early stroll. I sat on the
stone wall that defends Kailua from the sea, and
thought mostly about why the sea was so calm.
When I got back to the house, Sham was folding blankets on the porch. ‘Where you been?” he
yelled.

“Making out with some cute hula babe.”
“Listen,” he said, ‘we'll go down and get some
brunch in Kailua and then we’ll head back to Hilo
by the Saddle Road. It’ll cut them hundred miles
downabit.”

We swept most of the sand under the rug,
locked the doors of the empty house, and went
to eat.

The radio in Furakawa’s restaurant said that it
was ten o’clock. The waitress came over.
“Did you hear?” she said.
“Hear what?” I asked.
Someone turned up the radio. “‘Listen!’’ she said.
The newscaster reported that at about five that
morning the western coast of Chile had been badly

hit by earthquakes and eruptions. Some two hundred people were dead or missing. He said that the

Coast and Geodetic Survey out at Barber’s Point in
Honolulu had recorded an 8.5 seismograph reading—
that’s about as strong as the San Francisco one
was — and that there would be possible wave rise

here in the islands.
Sham was staring out the window when the

music came back on.

“Hey Sham,”I said, “it isn’t anything serious,
is it?” He said no and then changed the subject.
Later, as we wound the Rambler up the road
we passed little houses with green splintered sidings
and red tar roofs; small coffee farms, and an occasional shirtless kid. The kids all waved. Then Kailua
fell back in the distance, and the road stretched
out to Kawaihai. Sham stopped there to get a couple
of cokes and some cigarettes, and I waited in the
car. It was getting hot. The sun bounced in waves
off the gravel and dust that ran out to the newly
built harbor. The service station clock read ten to
one when we left Kawaihai.
The land all the way to Kamuela was parched,
thirsty for rain. It wasn’t until we passeda girl in
a black outfit, riding a white horse, that I knew we
were in Parker Ranch country.
Billy da Noa flipped his cigarette. It flew in an
arc toward the river. I followed its red glow as it
fell into the cold and sliding waters. He lit another
cigarette and continued.
Kamuela Airport looked deserted as we approached. The air was a mixture of cold winds
sweeping down from Mauna Loa and warm currents
rising from the sea. The only moving things were
the hands of an old clock decorated with KapuTikis—gods of warning. The clock said two-fifty.
We drove on and passed overa rusty grate in
the road between two scaled posts of keawe wood.
A small sign carved out and splashed with mustard
paint read: Saddle Road—Go Slow. Then the lava

fields spread out before us—spiked and smooth:
resin reds, sulphur yellows, with glints of unpolished

sapphire. The road had been built through the lava
flows, so we bored past towering negroid on either
side.
Suddenly a Marine jeep swerved out of a pocket
on the side of the road. It caught Sham off guard.
Neither of us heard it. We almost side-swiped.

“Damn American soldier boy!” Sham yelled.
The car rumbled off to the right and the front tire
hit a spear of lava. The tire blew like a gunshot and

the car skidded to a stop, leaning slightly into a
gutter.

“Well,” Sham said calmly, “we're in the typical
dramatic setting. A flat in the middle of the desert.
It’s just too bad we have an extra tire.”
The jack fit too nicely into the gutter to make
the situation dramatic, but thanks to Uncle Sam’s

boys we drove into Hilo around six-thirty.
It was hot when I went to bed, so I slept in
my shorts and undershirt. I felt warm and sandy,
then everything went dark real fast. My bed was
floating, then drifting. I held on tight but it kept
floating. Then I felt folded-up and revolving at the
same time, doing somersaults from head to foot. I
was wrapped from top to bottom in tickertape.
Colored sparks began to flash and the tickertape
started to unroll. Then it snapped, and I shot away
and landed on an asphalt road in the middle of a
desert. I smelled kerosene fumes and saw that ole
Plymouth bouncing down the road on its top. There
were sixty people in that stuffy car, all crying like
babies. The car stopped close to me and I spotted
Sham and dragged him out, along the road, and
under a berry tree. Then I went back to get the
others, but some stupid ignoramus droppeda cigarette lighter. I just saw the explosion—couldn’t hear
it. Afterwards I cried and cried, and then stood there
whimpering like some animal.
“You see what happened, you stupid bunch of
jackasses!” I yelled. I tried to drag Sham down the
road, but he was too heavy and I was too tired. I
stopped and lay down on the asphalt, but then the
road began to float and drift, and I thought I heard
those same baby cries again. I sat up, and I was
in bed.
“Billy! Wake up! Something’s happening!”
Mama stood there in the doorway.
I ran to the porch through the parlor, and saw a
huge explosion in the distance. A little Japanese
woman was yelling to my father from across the
road, “Mista da Noa, Mista da Noa, the tidal wave

out onto the main street. The poor people, without
cars, ran in the stream of traffic. I watched the
mothers running—their hair twisted and tangled,
their children trying to keep in step. They called and
moved in the dark, against the noise of pounding
surf and ripping, crushing timber and rock. And
there was that continual drizzle. Some of the villagers just sat on mounds and rocks, waiting for the
flood to come.
The Arraats’ house was on high ground. We
drove there and crowded arounda little portable
radio. The waves continued for four hours and then
the all-clear announcement was made.
The time didn’t really matter anymore, but I
must have left at about eight-thirty the next morning. I walked toa little Buddhist temple nearby. It
was quiet. Smells and particles of incense drifted
up to the ceiling. I climbed a dusty ladder to a tower
room full of cobwebs and pigeon dung, and through
a small window I could see the village below. It
was gone, from the park all the way to the south
boundary. One wall was left of the Boys’ Club
building. The Hilo Theatre still stood relatively
intact, but that was all. The rest of the land was
nothing but pools of dirty water and blood, sand
and smelly seaweed, dead chickens and cattle, headless dogs and cats, pile upon pile of rubble and
paper. The stench was awful. Bloated, discolored
human bodies were being pulled out from under
telephone poles and mildewed boards. There were
fifty-nine dead.
Every night for two weeks I dreamt the same
dream—the same nightmare that had really hap-

come! My husban’ tell you to go queekly!”

As Billy and I walked down the road, the clouds
parted and the moon came out. I remained silent.

My father carried the children out to the truck
while I tried hurriedly to urinate, with a nervous
shiver in the dark—a small match burning in my

Billy was humming some tune, his cigarette between

fingers. I gave a loud and frustrated “Oh the hell!”

reserve, Billy put out his cigarette on the blackened

when it stung.

copper sign that read KEPANIWAI (THE DAMN-

We drove the big wooden tugboat of a truck

his lips. When we came to the exit of the forest

ING OF THE WATERS).

(!

Flying
utchman
by Bro. Todd Ridder, S.M.

Richard Wagner once wrote: “I cannot conceive
of the spirit of music as anything but love.” This
statement runs as a thread through his prose writings; it is a literary leitmotiv repeated by the inventor of the musical leitmotiv in music drama after
music drama. Wagner treats of love on a grand and

glorious scale. His heroes and heroines are gods or
demigods—men possessed by a vision or women
uniquely conscious of a mission. His settings come
from the realm of folklore and legend, and they
are surrounded with the aura of a beautiful primeval
splendor. His music creates moods as varied as the
colors of the spectrum, and yet it transcends mood
and color and becomes an integral part of the text
and story.
All these varied components—setting, story and

music—Wagner blends together in the work of art
which he calls “the music drama.” Perhaps the
closest contemporary parallel to this art form would
be the “happening,” in which setting, “story” and
music strike a particularly intense blow to the
sensibilities.

Wagner uses the music drama to speak of love
and to provide significant insights into the nature
of man. At times, Wagner even reveals his own
psyche; autobiographical elements appear in his

operas. In his first step in the direction of the music
drama, Wagner reveals himself most thoroughly. He

vision that my whole being was divided into two
separate currents bearing me along in diametrically
opposite directions; the upper current, aspiring to

the sun, bore me onward as in a dream, while the
lower one held me in the grip of a profound and
inexplicable apprehension.” Six months later, Minna

uses—transforms—the legend of the Flying Dutchman to depict the love that he earnestly desired,
but did not receive, in his early life.
Wagner grew up in a theatrical atmosphere,
and we find him beginning to emulate his actorstepfather, Richard Geyer, almost as soon as he
began to talk. This love of the theater carried over
into Wagner’s school years, when he became very
interested in Goethe and Shakespeare. Surprisingly,
Richard’s progress in music (piano) was slow. Only
when he felt that his first play needed music did
he really begin to study music seriously, and even
then his earliest attempts in this direction often
failed.
One such failure led to Wagner’s first disappointment in love (and probably had some bearing,
incidentally, on his later anti-Semitism). He fell in
love with a beautiful Jewish girl named Leah David.
‘Never before,” he said, ‘had I encountered a young
girl so richly attired and so beautiful. Never before
had I been spoken to with such oriental profusion
of caressing politeness. Surprised and dazed, I experienced for the first time the indescribable emotions of first love.” Of course he became a frequent
visitor at the David household, but one night he
put himself in an awkward position: he agreed to
play the piano in the presence of a visiting Dutch
pianist. Wagner probably then regretted his earlier
indifference to piano studies, for his clumsy performance was received with laughter. In a combination of artistic passion and German obstinacy he
cursed the audience and bolted from the room. A
few weeks later it was announced that Leah would
marry the Dutch pianist. “This was my first disappointment in love,” wrote Wagner, “and I feel that
I could never forget it.”
The next real love encounter in Wagner’s life
came at Magdeburg, where he met the actress Minna
Planer. Minna, four years older than Wagner and
considerably wiser in “the ways of the world,” kept
him guessing for some time. He could never be sure
that he was the only man in Minna’s life, and his
letters to her betrayed his anxiety: “You are my
life; do not forget me, do not deceive me; be true
to me, always be my Minna, and whenever you

laid the thematic germ of the whole music of the
opera: it was the picture in petto of the whole drama,
such as it stood before my soul.” The setting for
this ballad is a bit unusual. Senta is not alone with
her love as we might expect, but is seated in an
armchair, gazing at a portrait of the Dutchman (we
do not know how the portrait got there—she has

feel in need of love, turn wholly and completely

not met the Dutchman at this point). She tells the

to me and never let me have to share you with

story of the Dutchman’s curse and describes his

left with a lover on a trip across Europe. She
returned repentant, but Richard’s shame and disillusionment remained with him.
When bankruptcy forced the Wagners out of
Magdeburg, they went to Riga and then to Paris,
where Richard resorted to musical “hackwork,”’ arranging and scoring the works of inferior composers.
The marital situation remained stormy. During this
period, Wagner wrote The Flying Dutchman.
The story was borrowed from Heinrich Heine,
who in turn had picked it up in a London theatre.
Wagner retains the essentials: A mariner takes an
oath in the midst of a storm off the Cape of Good
Hope; he is cursed by the devil to wander forever
in search of the redeeming love of a faithful
woman; he experiences various disappointments in
his search. But Heine’s approach is comic-ironic; his
devil, knowing women, is aware that the Dutchman
will never find a faithful one. Moral: Women should
not marry flying Dutchmen, and men should beware
of women.
Wagner, on the other hand, saw in the story
a tragic likeness to his own plight. The ‘faithful’
Senta of the tale became the “ideal” Minna, and
his concept of himself as an explorer and a wanderer intensified the sad similarity.
And if Wagner is the Dutchman searching for
a faithful love, he is also another character in the
story: Erik, the hunter, whose love for Senta remains
unrequited. Erik’s situation is basically the same as
Wagner’s fate in the Leah David episode. His directions for this role were that Erik should be “stormy,

impulsive and somber’’—a description which seems
strangely familiar.
The key to an understanding of the opera is “The
Ballad of Senta” in the second act. Here we have
the central psychological and musical point of the
opera. Wagner says, ‘In this piece, I unconsciously

anyone.”

ship, in a manner calculated to reveal the full

Minna must have recognized Wagner’s genius
and felt that he could supply the security she lacked;

horror of his situation and to show the greatness

they were married in 1836. Later, Wagner wrote:

“At this moment it became clear to me as in a

of her self-sacrifice. Throughout the song she prays
that a “faithful woman” will free him from his
curse, and at the end of the ballad she sings: ‘I am

the woman! My faithfulness shall free him.”
Another significant portion of the opera is the

Overture, which tells the story in synopsis form.
The Overture begins with a familiar nautical motif,
a series of “‘yo-ho’s”. The curse motif follows, and
then Senta’s motif, the melody of her ballad, played
on the English horn and regarded as the theme of
the Dutchman’s redemption. About midway in the
Overture there comes the joyful melody of a sailors’
dance in anticipation of the wedding of Senta and
the Dutchman, but the Dutchman motif lashes out
as he himself does in the opera when he finds
Erik reminding Senta of a previous promise to him.
If Senta can be unfaithful to Erik, she can also
betray the Dutchman, and he suspects that his hopes
of redemption are again shattered. Finally the redemption theme returns; at this point in the opera
itself, Senta hurls herself into the sea as the Dutchman’s vessel leaves. Wagner has left us his own
interpretation of this theme of love: “..
. it is a
woman’s look, which full of sublime sorrow and
godlike sympathy, thrusts toward him. A heart has
opened its fathomless depths to the monstrous sorrows of the damned; this heart must sacrifice itself
for him, break with sympathy for him and in destroying his sorrows destroy also itself.’ The overture ends with a triumphant recapitulation of the
Dutchman’s theme.
The opera as a whole deals with themes that
have inundated man’s consciousness for centuries:
love, wandering, redemption and the concept of the
curse. All of these themes bore special significance
for Wagner as they did for the Dutchman, and
Wagner’s treatment of the story constitutes a psychological drama which shows in broad relief both
the composer’s character and his concept of love.
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It is something to be able to paint a particular picture, or to carve a statue, and so to make a few
objects beautiful; but it is far more glorious to

carve and paint the very atmosphere and medium
through which we look, which morally we can do.
To affect the quality of the day, that is the highest
of arts.

—Henry David Thoreau, Walden
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